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In the use of closed respiration apparatuses, 
accidents having serious consequences are 
from time to time caused by the fact that on 
?tting on the apparatus, which mostly takes 

' '5 place under a certain amount of excitement, 
the wearer forgets to open the valve of the 
oxygen ?ask. In breathing with the appa 
ratus, this oversight can easily remain un 
noticed. The capacity of the air path of such 

'1'0 a respiration apparatus amounts to about 
8-10 litres. For respiration, however, only 
the variable contents of the respiration sack 
come into consideration. _Vi7l1en the appa 
ratus with the oxygen ?ask unopened is used 
by thewearer thereof, after a short time, not 
exceeding approximately ‘about two min 
utes, nitrogen narcosis takes place. If the 
oversight is then noticed, unconsciousness 
has, under certain circumstances, progressed 
to such an extent that the wearer vof the ap 
paratus is no longer capable of opening the 
valveof the oxygen ?ask. v . 
The same danger is present with respira 

tion apparatuses with'the chemical produc 
tion of oxygen. Several minutes elapse be 
fore'the bursting of ‘the chemical cartridge, 
that is, before there is sufficient chemical 
oxygen production. In order to provide the 
wearer until such ‘time withlsuitlcient oxy 
gen, a small auxiliary-?ask of oxygen‘is ?tted 
in the‘ apparatus, the contents of which suf 
?ce until the bursting of the cartridge. Cap 
sules 0r ?asks witha chemical starting me 
dium, as for exampleiwith‘ a ?lling of car 
home acid, are provided which on opening 
effect an immediate production of oxygen by 
the chemical combination oi’ thecarbonic 
acid with the oxygen producing chemical of 
the cartridge. There‘ are also chemical car~ 
tridges fort-he operation of which a move 
ment by the wearer of the apparatus is neces 
sary. If the wearer forgets to start the ac 
tion of such cartridges or of the auxiliary 
or starting medium, this‘ is not. at ?rst no 
ticeable in breathing. Dit?culty in breathing 
does not take place, but only the remainder 
of the oxygen contained in the apparatus is 
used, so that the wearer of the apparatus is 
subject to the danger‘ of nitrogen narcosis 

. until the burstingof the chemical cartridge. 

Ll 

To avoid this defect, with the closed res 
piration apparatus with oxygen storage con 
tainer according to the invention, a blocking 
means for the respiration circuit is provided 
which is so controlled either by the pressure 
of the oxygen contained in the storage con~ 
tainer, or by a member effecting the opening 
of the blocking valve of the oxygen container, 
that the respiration circuit is open with 
opened oxygen container and is closed with ; 
closed oxygen container. For this purpose, 7 
for example the blocking means ‘for the res 
piration circuit can be connected with a tube 
spring connected on the oxygen container 
behind its closing valve, which spring 
straightens owing to the pressure of the en 
tering oxygen and thus moves the blocking 
means into the open position. With closed 
respiration apparatuses with chemical car 
tridges producing oxygen, the blocking 
means provided for the respiration circuit 
is connected with member moved on the ac 
tuation of the auxiliary or starter means for 
the chemical cartridges, for example with the 
cut o?’ valve of an oxygen auxiliary ?ask, in 
such manner positively that on the operation 
of the auxiliary or starter means, the res 
piration circuit opens. 
Owing to this cut-o?' means, on putting on 

the apparatus the respiration circuit is tem- - 
porarily blocked. Impossibility of breath 
ing compels the wearer of the apparatus to 
at once open the oxygen ?ask or start the 
chemical cartridge developing oxygen, the 
auxiliary or the starter medium whereby 
there then takes place simultaneously the 
opening of the respiration circuit. 
The invention is shown on the annexed 

drawings in several examples of execution. 
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view partly in \ 

section of an embodiment of an oxygen res 
piration apparatus with pneumatically open 
ing cut-off valve in the respiration circuit. 

I Figure 2 is a section of this cut-off valve 
on a larger scale, 
Figure 3 is a section of another embodi~ 

ment of the cut-off valve opening pneumati 
cally, and 
Figure 4 shows diagrammatically and par 

tially in section the construction of a part of 
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“chanically actuated cut-off valve. 
‘ The‘ inhaling pipe I) and the exhaling pipe 
0 open into the face mask a‘. From the ex 

I haling' pipe, the exhaled air ?ows through the 
air purifying cartridge cl partly into the res 
piration sack _e, and partly into the channel 
leading to the spray nozzle f and to the in 
lialing pipe I). The spray nozzle f connected 
to the oxygen ?ask 9 draws the respiration 
air from behind the nozzle andblowsit mixed 
with fresh oxygen, into the pipe I). a p , _- v, If 

oxy~ 
' gen ?ask closed impossible, thecuteo? ‘means 

' In order to make breathing with the 

h is provided for the inhaling pipe, and this 
is so relatediand arranged with reference to 
the ‘oxygen ?ask that on the opening of the _ 
oxygen ?ask it also opens the respiration cir 
cuit, while such passage isblocked when the 
oxygen ?ask is closed. a 
This dependenceof the cutoff valve h on 

the opening and closing of the oxygen or 
starting medium ?ask can be attained either 
by the pressure of the oxygen or starter me- ' 
dium, that is, by pneumatic means, or by me‘ 
chanical means, as for example by a positive 
connection of the cut-off means it with the 
cut-off valve of the oxygen‘ ?ask. The meth 
od of'obtaining this interdependence can, be 
carried out in numerous ways. With the res 
piration apparatuses with chemicals giving 
up oxygen, there can be used in addition to, 
or in place of, an oxygen auxiliary ?ask, any 
other starting means, whenby the actuation 
of the starter apparatus, the cut-off valve in 
the'respiration circuit of the apparatus is 
moved by a corresponding device. 
" Several examples of Sco'nstruction are 
shown in the drawings. According to Fig 
ures‘ 1 and 2, the cut-o?E valve h is actuated 
by a tube spring 2'. These tube’sp'rings, 
known for example, with pressure gauges, 

~' consist of a small thinwalled bent steel tube 
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closed atone end. They havethe property 
of extending-according to the stren'gth'of the 
pneumatic or hydraulic pressure existing 
therein, and on the removal of the pressure 
of again assuming'their original bent, shape 
owing to theirspring action.“ The valve ?ap 
h is shown attachedto the closed end of this 
tubespring' 2'. By .means of its spring ac 
tion, the tube spring-c'whenno pressure ex 
ists, holds the cut~o? means h in a position to 
close the‘ breathingpipe. The'open end of 
the tube spring .z' is vconnected by the pipe 70 

Y with the oxygen ?askig. ‘ On the openiiigot 
' this ?ask, the pressure of the oxygen is trans 

' mittedat once through the pipe Is on to the 

(30 
‘tube spring, causing the latter to assume the 
position shown in broken lines (Figure 2), 

‘ lift the valve it, thus opening the respiration 
circuit. ' ' - , 

In Figure 3 is shown another example for 
‘the pneumatic actuation of the-cut-o?’ valve 

“ ‘h. The pipe connected with the oxygen ?ask ' 

“circuit is opened. 
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9 is connected with a cylinder Zin-which is car 
ried a piston under spring pressure which 
by means of a lever rod ‘keeps the valve it 
closed as long as there is no pressure in the 
cylinder Z. By means of the pressure of the 
oxygen entering the cylinder through the pipe 
is, the piston‘ is raised and the‘ valve vh opened. 
If the pressure of the oxygen ceases, the pis 
ton returns under the action of the spring 
to its initial position and closes the cut-off 
means it. " ‘ v ' 

.The pneumatic actuation of the cut-o?' 
valve in the examples described necessitates 

and only its pressure is utilized. The depend 
ence of the pneumatically actuated." cut-oft’ 
means on the opening'and'closingloi’the 
oxygen ?ask'may also be carried out inthe 
reverse manner by the means serving'for the 
closing of the valve being ‘in acontinuous 
openconnection with the oxygen ?ask, and 
this connection being broken by the opening 
of the ?ask. > . I . 

7 

As a hand wheel or lever movement is nec~ 
essary for the opening and closing of the 
oxygen ?ask, the actuation of the cut-off 
means it may also be made mechanically de 
pendent on this movement. In Figure 4-, an 
example otthis is shown. On the spindle 
of the cut-off valve of the ?ask gris ?tted _'a 
small pinion p which follows the rotation of 
the hand wheel m. The pinion 79 is in engage 
ment with a pinion 0 which is carried on a 
spindle carried by’ plates ‘and clips on the fit 
tings of the ?ask g; The spindle-n has ‘ad 
jacent one end suitable screwthreads ‘engag 
ing the body of the valve'h, so that on rotation 
‘of the spindle a, the valve h is raised or low 
ered ‘and thusthe‘ valve is opened or closed. 
'On the rotation of the hand wheel at of the ’ 
?ask g the spindle n is also rotated the 
pinions, so that the valve It’ opens whenthe 
?ask is opened. ‘ ’ ' ' ‘ 1 " ‘ ‘ > 

For this mechanicaldependence of the cut‘ 
oil device hon the'movementof the valve of’ 
the ?ask‘g, many means'of transmission are 
‘also possible. 
With closed respirationapparatuses with 

oxygen developing chemical Cartridgeatheg 
actuation of the auxiliary or starter means,‘ 
was for example the cut~o? valve of an oxygen" 

, auxiliary'?ask, mayv be brought’in ‘the same 
or a similar manner as in the embodiments 
‘described, vinto'such dependence‘ on the cut 
oil body of the valve‘ provided for the respira 
tion circuit, that on the ‘operation of the 
auxiliary or starting means, the respiration 

The cut-o?' device can bearranged at‘ any 
desired position of ‘the respiration circuit, if 
necessary ~ with‘a corresponding arrange 

‘ ment of the respiration sack e, in this also. 
The connection of the cut-off device with the 
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'no- loss/of oxygen, since no oxygen escapes, ’ 
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?tted is dependent on the position of the 
?ask valve or of the starter means. 

' What I claim and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent off the United States is :—-~ 

1. In a closed circuit respiration appara 
tus, the combination with an oxygen storage 
container, of a valve normally interrupting; 
flow through the respiration circuit of the ap 
paratus, and means whereby said valve will 
be automatically moved to open position 
when the oxygen storage container is placed 
in communication with the respiration cir- ' 
cuit and closed when communication between 
said circuit and oxygen container is cut o?. 

2. In a closed circuit respiration appara 
tus, the combination with an oxygen storage 
container, of a valve normally interrupting 
?ow through the respiration circuit of the ap 
paratus, and means actuated by pressure 
from the oxygen container for automatically 
moving said valve to open position when said 
container is placed in communication with 
the respiration circuit of the apparatus. 

3. In a closed circuit respiration appara 
- itus, the combination with an oxygen storage 

container, of a valve normally interrupting 
?ow through the respiration circuit of the ap 
paratus, a second valve controlling communi 
cation between the oxygen container and the 
respiration circuit of the apparatus, and a 
mechanical connection between said valves 
whereby they will be both simultaneously 
moved to open or closed position. 

4. In a closed circuit respiration appara 
tus, the combination with an oxygen storage 
container, of a valve normally interrupting 
?ow through the respiration circuit of the ap— 
paratus, a conduit communicating with said 
oxygen storage container, and a tube spring 
having one end thereof in communication 
with said conduit and the other end connected 
tosaid valve, whereby pressure Jfrom said 
oxygen container will automatically move 
said valve to open position when said con 
tainer is placed in communication with the 
respiration circuit of the apparatus. 

5. In a closed circuit respiration appara 
tus, the combination with an oxygen storage 
container, of a valve normally interrupting 
?ow through the respiration circuit of the ap 
paratus, a conduit communicating with said 
oxygen storage container, a cylinder com— 
municating with said conduit, a piston mov 
able in said cylinder, and a mechanical con 
nection between said piston and valve, where 
by pressure from said oxygen container will 
automatically move said valve to open posi 
tion whensaid container is placed in com 
munication with the respiration circuit of the 
apparatus. ' 

EDMUND KOCH. 


